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In 2000, they suddenly disappeared from the scene:
Coby and Henny, better known as the "fairground
musicians". The Dutch accordion duo, who had not
spent a day apart for 30 years, announced that they
wanted to "cut back". TV presenter Carolin Reiber,
a friend of the two for many years, found out the
reason: Henny, the inventor of the famous sound,
suffers from multiple sclerosis and Parkinson's
disease and will never be able to play the accordion
again.

In the "Jahrhundert-Wunschkonzert" on ZDF on
Sunday, 14 May 2000, 8.15 pm, presented by
Carolin Reiber, Coby and Henny say goodbye to
their audience. The list of their records is almost
endless, here the most famous ones:

The Kermismusikanten (Dutch: De Kermisklanten)
were a musical duo consisting of Henny van
Voskuylen and Coby van Voskuylen-Mol. In the
field of folk music they became known as accordion
players.

Hendrik Frederik Evert (Henny) van Voskuylen
(* 23 May 1941 † 12 January 2010 ) and Coby van
Voskuylen-Mol (* 22 July 1944) were already very
musical in their childhood. After school Henny
worked as musical accompanist for a cabaret group
and Coby was already active as accordion soloist.
On the occasion of a performance of Coby the two
got to know each other. Afterwards they started to
work together with their accordion playing as the
duo "Las Estrellas". With this duo they toured the
country until a record company became aware of
them and produced their first record with them. The
duo changed its name to "The Fairground
Musicians"; the Dutch name of the duo "De
Kermisklanten" means "The Fairground Visitors".
They also got married.

The duo produced numerous hi ts. Their
characteristic accordion sound soon made them
famous beyond the borders of the Netherlands.
They were frequent guests at various television
events in the Netherlands, Germany and France
and won a gold record in Germany and other prizes
with their instruments.

The repertoire included folk songs, folk music,
evergreens and melodies, but also newer
compositions. In the course of their career they
recorded over 1000 titles. Until 2000, the duo could
still be heard and seen occasionally at folk music
shows, then Henny fell ill, so that a joint appearance
was no longer possible.
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Programming instruction

Main 2

Valse Parisienne

Musette-Akkordeon-Hit  der KIRMESMUSIKANTEN 
Version LP "Mit Musik um die Welt" 1991

Bearb.: Svetozar Radic

Musette-Walzer, T=185

The Valse Musette is a French folk dance. It is in 3/4 time and is widely used in the French-
speaking world. Triplets are typical for the waltz melody, which brings it into natural proximity
with the 9/8 time. The musette is often played or accompanied by the accordion, which gives
it its characteristic sound. Today's musette orchestras include guitar, accordion, electric bass,
piano or synthesizer, and drums. In our Valse Parisienne by the Dutch duo "Kirmesmusikanten",
a tuba was additionally integrated into the instrumentation, which in turn typically makes up
the accordion sound of this duo. In the Main 1 the "normal" rhythm sounds, which actually
seems to be a normal waltz. In the Main 2 the Bells join in, as a welcome change of sound. The
fairground musicians play with two different kinds of accordion, not necessarily the musette
sound predominates, but a change between two similar accordion sounds, which complement
each other very well! In the sheet music version II you can recognize this game by the written
down cue notes!


